Kenton and Kingsbury MCC Matthews Cup trial, Meteor group championship round.
August 6th 2017 at 10.30 am. Dews Farm, Harvil Road ,Harefield, Middx;
Open permit 50945 …………. Club stewards. S.Clarkson, B.Messenger
C of C. Dean Devereux 79392……………………………………..
,
Secretary of meeting. R.Twigg, 2, Harwood Close, Welwyn Garden City,
Herts; AL87SN. Tel; 01707 880244. E mail. bobtwigg@ntlworld.com
Jurisdiction. Held under the NSC and STR`s of the ACU and the rules of the South
Midland Centre. These Supplementary regs; and any final instructions that may be
Issued. Eligibilty. Open to all members of clubs affiliated to the Meteor group and
The ACU riding solo machines. Please note. Only riders entering under a Meteor Group
Club can score championship points in the group series.
Entries. To the sec; of the meeting. Entry fee £15 . After closing date £18. Closing date.
August 4th 2017 One 9x4 envelope if postal results required or E mail address for results.
Course. All on private land at Dews Farm. Number of sections and laps to be
displayed at the start.
Classes. Expert, Inter`, novice, clubmen, P65 hard, S/boys A, B, C, P65 easy, sportsmen,
Easy “blue” route for beginners and sportsmen.4 routes, Section marking as in TSR18.
Hard route. Red right blue left, middle route yellow, easy route, white markers. 50/50
Some red/blue some yellow.
Entry declaration..
I/We the undersigned apply to enter the event described above and in consideration thereof I/We hereby declare that I/We have
had the opportunity to read and that I/We understand the NSC of the ACU , the standing regulations, such supplementary
regulations as have or may be issued for the event and agree to be bound by them. I/We further declare that I am We/ are
physically and mentally fit to take part in the event and I am We/ are competent to do so. I/We confirm that I/We understand
the nature and type of the event we are entering and its inherent risks and agree to accept the same notwithstanding that such
risks may involve negligence on the part of the organisers or officials. I/We confirm that the machine/s as described below
which I/We will compete on shall be suitable and proper for the purpose. I/We agree that I am /We are required to register our
arrival by “signing on” at the designated place not less than 30 minutes prior to the commencement of My/Our practice or first
competition, whichever occurs first.
Acknowledgements of the risks of motor sport.
I/We understand that by taking part in this event, I/We are exposed to a risk of death, becoming permanently disabled or
suffering some other serious injury and I/We acknowledge that even in the event that negligence on the part of the ACU, the
promoter, the organising club, the venue owner, or any individual carrying out duties on their behalf were to be the
contributory cause of any serious injury I/We may suffer, the dominant cause of any serious injury will always be My/Our
voluntary decision to take part in a high risk activity. I/We have read the above and acknowledge that My/Our participation
in motorsport is entirely at My/Our own risk.

I/We enclose the entry fee of £…………. Riders signature…………………………………….
If under 18 state date of birth…………………. Signature of parent or person with
Parental responsibility…………………………………………………………………………………………

For riders under 18 ,I accept the above conditions and give my approval.
Name…………………………………………………..
Address………………………………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Tel……………………….. E mail address………………………………………………………
ACU Lic; No………………………………………….Machine………………………………….
Club…………………………………………………….
Class. Expert, Inter`, Novice, P65 Hard, C/man, Youth. A, B. C.
P65 Sportsman, Easy route.
PLEASE TICK CLASS !
Date…………………………………..

